
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

GAMES

Here are some advantages and disadvantages off the top of my head: What are the differences between indoor and
outdoor games?.

A new study of 10 and 11 year olds in the United Kingdom, found that children who spend their after school
hours outside with friends get more moderate to vigorous physical activity. Sports injuries can be very
dangerous - especially when you get pushed against the boards boarding by reckless players. However, come
Winter, when the temperature is near freezing, a lot of us lose the motivation to get out and exercise. They
wrongly thought that these games would divert the minds of young learners from their studies. This study is
must one more reason to let your child play. The problem is that there are outdoor skills that are simply not
required in indoor, which can make for a bit of rust when you try and use them again. For example, there are
no bumps, uneven ground, stones or puddles. Conclusion In the past, these outdoor games were much
neglected. Learns to accept defeat with grace: When an outdoor game is fought and lost, the defeated party
accepts the result in good grace. When children head outside to play, they meet up with friends, run around
and make memories that last a lifetime. Maintaining an indoor sports venue is costlier than using an outdoor
one. I suggest taking advantage of the best of both: during the winter, play indoors and during the other
seasons, take it outside. Outdoor games help your mind feel fresh, and it is harder to get fresh air indoor
especially during the winter where all windows and doors are closed. No matter what the weather is doing, if
you play an indoor sport you will never need to worry about it being called off. Disadvantages of Indoor
Sport. Thus, the players learn discipline and organization. The captain gives proper direction to his team
without fear and bias. What are the advantages of outdoor play? From all these games, the best and most
famous game is football because it requires the most energy and stamina because everyone has to run a lot
except the goal keeper If we compare indoor games and out-door games then both have advantages as well as
disadvantages Indoor games do not make us fit and outdoor games keep us fit because it requires physical
exercise. What are the pros and cons of outdoor activities? Playing indoors is often more costly than playing
outdoors because indoor fields are very expensive to rent and maintain compared to outdoor fields, which are
almost free. Disadvantages : Playing indoors is a controlled environment. Discipline and team spirit: Again,
several players have to combine together as a team. The number of available indoor arenas seems to be
diminishing all the time. However, it has its advantages and disadvantages. If any player plays foul game, the
referee at once pulls him up. The study found that children spent most of their time inside with a parent or
adult. Disadvantages of Indoor Sport 13th August Advantages vs. Outdoor Play is Better Exercise than
Indoor:- Study finds that children who play outside with friends after school are more physically activity
Remember those long hours of freedom after school? Disadvantages of Indoor Sport We all know that sport is
one of the best ways to keep fit and healthy, meet new people and have fun! The games in it are mostly the
sports games and they are cricket, football, tennis and other out-door games. Children who were indoors with
friends or adults experienced some, but not a lot of physical activity. Indoor games is very important for a
mind. The boards around the field affect the game in a major way. Many players who enjoy outdoor sports
either sit out the season or turn to other, more appropriate, outdoor sports like skiing, skating or outdoor
hockey. However, it has its advantages and disadvantages. You are limited in your freedom to run and kick the
ball because of the constraints of walls and ceilings which are often too close to the playing field. With
friends? It is completely different to the natural conditions of playing outdoors. Were you with an adult? The
ambient temperature in the arena, condensation, quality of the air, the size of the crowd, and the type of turf or
floor affect the game in a major way. The games played under careful supervision and with moderation will do
well to both the body and the mind of the players. From a keeping perspective, indoor is good for reflexes, and
it's great for learning to read the play better, and to be more aggressive in the D. In fact there is no other group
in the same class which is for games.


